Epidemiology

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a serious public health problem, often referred to as a silent epidemic due to lack of public awareness [1]. TBI is still the leading cause of mortality and morbidity in the world for individuals under the age of 45 [2]. In the United States alone, based on population data from 1995 to 2001, 1.4 million people sustained TBI in the United States each year, compared to 176,000 new cases of breast cancer, 43,500 new cases of HIV, and 10,400 new cases of multiple sclerosis [3]. Of these brain injuries, 50,000 died, 235,000 were hospitalized, and 1.1 million were treated and released from hospital emergency departments. Though many patients recover from their injuries, each year an estimated 80,000–90,000 Americans sustain a TBI that results in permanent disability [1]. It is estimated that 5.3 million Americans are living with disability resulting from TBI [3]. Mild TBI alone costs the nation $17 billion annually [4].

Leading causes of traumatic brain injury are falls – 28%, motor vehicle accidents – 20%, being struck by or against objects – 19%, and assault – 11% [1]. In the United States, persons in the 15–24 and 64+ age groups are at highest risk, with males at more risk than females at a ratio of approximately 2.8:1.6 [5]. Sports-related TBI is second only to MVA as a leading cause of injury in the 15–24 age group with 300,000 cases annually in the United States [6].

TBI, particularly closed head injury resulting from blast injury, is a significant source of morbidity in military service personnel in the Iraq and Afghanistan wars [7]. Effects of primary, secondary, and tertiary blast injuries have been an active area of investigation [7–9].

Neurologic consequences of TBI are multiple [10]. Any sensory, motor, or autonomic function may be compromised and long-term sequelae such as movement disorders, seizures, headaches, visual defects, and sleep disorders can result. Non-neurological medical consequences can be pulmonary, metabolic, nutritional, or musculoskeletal. Impairments may be temporary or permanent, causing partial or total functional disability [3, 10]. Even injuries that are classified as mild can result in persistent neurobehavioral impairments.

Etiology

Mechanisms of Injury

While TBI often occurs from a direct blow to the head due to an external physical force such as a blunt object, bullet wound, or fall, injury to the brain can result without direct impact to the head [11]. Mechanisms of injury include contusions (bruises) occurring at the site of impact, known as coup lesions, and bruising due to the force of impact causing the brain to strike the opposite side of the skull, known as contrecoup lesions. The second type of injury is diffuse axonal injury (DAI) which results from sudden momentum or movement change, typically from a motor vehicle accident. DAI
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occurs from unrestricted movement of the head, with
the brain lagging behind the movement of the skull,
resulting in shear, tensile, and compressive strains [12].
DAI is thought to underlie all forms of traumatic brain
injury, including mild TBI, due to the destruction of
neurofilaments and microtubules running the length of
the axon, leading to axonal swelling and disconnec-
tion [13]. DAI is the principal pathology producing the
continuum of brain injury from mild to severe [12].

Primary and Secondary Injuries

Primary injury is the mechanical damage occurring
at the moment of impact, and secondary injuries
are the non-mechanical aspects that result, including
altered cerebral blood flow and metabolism, excitotox-
icity, edema (swelling), and inflammatory processes
[2]. The extensive tearing of nerve tissue throughout
the brain causes these additional injuries since neu-
rotransmitters are released, resulting in disruption of
the brain’s normal communication and chemical pro-
cesses. Permanent brain damage, coma, or death is
possible.

Types of Injury

Traumatic brain injuries are classified as penetrating
or closed, and the pathophysiological processes differ
for each.

Penetrating Head Injury

Penetrating or open head injuries cause fracture or
breach of the skull with laceration or destruction of
brain tissue, and the mortality rate is much higher
for this type of head injury [14]. Trauma to the skull
results from low-velocity bullets, puncture, everyday
objects that may become embedded or from a tangen-
tial injury whereby an object strikes the skull, causing
bone fragments to be driven into the brain [15, 16]. In
most cases, such focal lesions cause relatively circum-
scribed cognitive losses; however, penetrating objects
may cause damage throughout the brain depending on
shock wave or pressure effects from the speed and mal-
leability of the penetrating object [15, 16]. With pen-
etrating injuries, prevention of infection is key since
penetrating abscess may develop. Secondary injuries from
metabolic and physiologic processes such as edema,
ischemia, or posttraumatic epilepsy can be as or more
damaging than the primary injury [2].

Closed Head Injury

In closed head injury (CHI), the most common type of
TBI, the skull remains relatively intact. CHI primary
effects include both coup and contrecoup contusions.
DAI is common and considered to be responsible for
persistent neurological effects [13, 16]. CHI impacts
the frontal lobes, particularly the orbital and polar
aspects [17, 18]. Specificity for the frontal poles and
the anterior temporal convexity is due to the proxim-
ity of these regions to the bony surfaces of the skull,
such that movements of the brain cause compression
against the falx and tentorium [19]. Although many
lesions can be detected by modern visual imaging tech-
niques, the extent of microscopic damage due to DAI
cannot be fully documented; thus it should be empha-
sized that damage after CHI is never circumscribed
[17]. More importantly, frontal dysfunction includes
not only damage to the frontal lobes per se but also
disconnection to prefrontal regions from lesions else-
where in the brain, for example, injury to dorsomedial
thalamic nuclei or other anterior connections that can
imitate effects of a frontal lesion.

Potential secondary effects in CHI include develop-
ment of subdural hematoma, intracerebral bleed-
ing, increased intracranial pressure, hypoxia, obstruc-
tive hydrocephalus, and posttraumatic epilepsy [2].
Cognitive and behavioral changes are often the most
salient features after closed head injury of any sever-
ity, and the extent of impairment reflects the severity of
the DAI, length of posttraumatic amnesia (PTA), extent
of generalized atrophy, and the location, depth, and
volume of focal cerebral lesions [20]. The nature and
frequency of the cognitive and/or behavioral difficul-
ties are due to concentration of damage in the anterior
regions of the brain [20].

After a CHI, a person may experience any
of the following symptoms: loss of consciousness,
dilated/unequal pupils, vision changes, dizziness,
balance problems, respiratory failure, coma, paralysis, slow pulse, slow breathing rate, vomiting, lethargy, headache, confusion, tinnitus (ringing in ears), cognitive changes, inappropriate emotional responses, loss of bowel/bladder control, speech changes, or body numbness or tingling [3].

Rating Severity of TBI

TBI severity is based on rating the presence or extent of loss of consciousness (LOC) and posttraumatic amnesia (PTA). Both LOC and PTA are used in the classification of TBI as mild, moderate, or severe.

Loss of Consciousness

The most commonly used instrument for grading LOC is the Glasgow Coma Scale [21], which rates verbal responses, eye opening behavior, and best motor responses on a 0–15 scale, with 15 indicating best performance. GCS ratings for severity level are as follows: mild = 13–15 points, moderate = 9–12 points, and severe = 8 or fewer points. The GCS appears most sensitive to moderate and severe injuries and less sensitive to mild TBI [16]. More current classification systems have acknowledged that loss of consciousness is not necessary for a diagnosis of TBI [3, 22–24].

Posttraumatic Amnesia

The second measure of TBI severity is posttraumatic amnesia (PTA), defined as anterograde memory loss for events occurring immediately following the injury and retrograde loss for events immediately prior to the injury. During this acute phase, learning and memory are significantly disrupted and memory deficits are on a temporal gradient, with older memories being more resistant to disruption. There are different systems for grading PTA; a commonly used system classifies PTA as follows: mild = PTA of less than 1 hour, moderate = PTA of 1–24 hour, and severe = PTA of greater than 24 hour [16]. Other systems [15] have distinguished six categories: very mild = less than 5 min, mild = 5–60 min, moderate = 1–24 hour, severe = 1–7 days, very severe = 1–4 weeks, and extremely severe = greater than 4 weeks. PTA length is generally more accurate than duration of LOC in predicting recovery of function, with longer periods of PTA associated with more severe brain injury and poorer recovery.

Because it is a prognostic indicator, acute care facilities place emphasis on measuring PTA [25]. One of the most widely used brief instruments that can be administered bedside is the Galveston Orientation and Amnesia Test (GOAT) [26] which measures orientation, retrograde, and anterograde memory loss. It is most appropriate for use in a hospital setting since PTA is often acute and time limited. Other similar measures of PTA include the Oxford PTA Scale [27] and the Rivermead PTA Scale [28].

Due to the nature of PTA, relying of brief screening measures alone is problematic and can result in misclassification [28]. One reason is that recovery from PTA is gradual and may include periods of intact orientation or memory in a patient who is still in the midst of general confusion and disorientation [29]. Attention in particular is noted to be a key component in early recovery after TBI [30], and postconfusional state or PCS is preferred by some investigators to more fully describe the syndrome that includes impaired cognition, attention, and consciousness. PTA may also be accompanied by significant behavior problems such as agitation, restlessness, confabulation, or lethargy [16, 29]. PTA does not end when the patient begins to register experience again but only when registration is continuous [15]. Another concern is the reliability of the patient’s report of the PTA period itself since it can be difficult for the examiner or the patient to distinguish what the patient actually recalls about the time period versus what the patient has been told by others.

For these reasons, in the acute care setting, even though the TBI patient may seem to be improved based on normal screening scores or brief interviews, the examiner should remain cognizant that fluctuations in mental status are likely, and some patients may still be in PTA at the time of discharge from the hospital.

Severity Classifications

Traumatic brain injuries are generally classified as mild, moderate, and severe and some systems have added very mild and very severe categories [3].
1. *Mild TBI*. Several systems have been used for categorizing mild TBI, with differences generally centering around loss of consciousness. More contemporary systems such as the definition proposed by the Mild Traumatic Brain Injury Committee of the American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine (MTBIC-ACRM) [22] or other systems [23] acknowledge that TBI can and does occur without loss of consciousness. The MTBIC-ACRM definition identifies the mild TBI symptom constellation as including previous labels such as minor head injury, postconcussive syndrome, traumatic head syndrome, traumatic cephalgia, postbrain injury syndrome, and posttraumatic syndrome. The definition further states that only one of the following manifestations is needed to indicate the presence of mild TBI:

- a. any period of loss of consciousness,
- b. any loss of memory for events immediately before or after the accident,
- c. any alteration in mental state at the time of the accident such as feeling dazed, confused, or disoriented, or
- b. focal neurological deficit which may or may not be transient.

Furthermore, the severity of the injury cannot exceed loss of consciousness of 30 minutes, initial GCS score of 13–15, or PTA greater than 24 hour. The symptoms may not be documented in the acute stage, and some patients may not become aware of or admit to symptoms until they try to resume their normal daily routines. In such cases, symptomatology which can be linked to a head injury can suggest the existence of a mild TBI [22].

Mild TBI has greater consequences than formerly assumed [31]. Of all hospital emergency department visits for TBI, more than half involve mild closed head injuries that do not require hospital admission, yet a significant percentage of these patients return to the hospital clinic weeks or months afterward complaining of symptoms from the original head injury [32]. Standard neuroimaging, including CT, MRI, and EEG, is often normal yet mental status changes can still occur, indicating that function has been altered [22, 33] and that DAI is present, which can result in temporary or permanent damage. Symptoms may also persist for varying periods of time, and some patients will exhibit persistent emotional, cognitive, behavioral, and physical symptoms, alone or in combination, producing a functional disability [22].

2. *Moderate TBI*. Moderate TBI is defined as involving loss of consciousness lasting from a few minutes to no more than 6 hours, a GCS score of 9–12, and PTA from 1 to 24 hours [15]. Confusion may last from days to weeks, and physical, cognitive, and emotional impairments can persist for months or be permanent [3]. Patients with moderate injury may display the full spectrum of cognitive and behavioral impairments. Evidence of contusions, edema, bleeding, etc., on standard CT/MRI will be more likely at this stage.

3. *Severe TBI*. Severe injury involves loss of consciousness with a GCS score of 8 or less, and loss of consciousness can last days, weeks, or months. Recent investigations have noted different subgroups within the severe TBI category [3, 34]. These subgroups include coma, vegetative state, persistent vegetative state, minimally conscious state, akinetic mutism, and locked-in syndrome. *Coma* is a state of unarousable unconsciousness with no eye opening, no command following, no intelligible speech, no purposeful movement, no defensive movements, and no ability to localize noxious stimuli. *Vegetative state* is like coma with no signs of conscious behavior, but differing in that there is spontaneous eye opening, evidence of sleep–wake cycles on EEG, and mechanical respiration or other life support measures are not required. *Persistent vegetative state* is vegetative state with duration longer than 1 month. The *minimally conscious state* is defined as severely altered consciousness in which minimal but definite evidence of self- or environmental awareness is demonstrated with ability to follow simple commands and have intelligible verbalization though these behaviors may occur inconsistently [34]. *Akinetic mutism*, resulting from damage to the dopaminergic pathways, results in minimal body movement, little to no spontaneous speech, infrequent or incomplete ability to follow commands, and preserved eye opening and visual tracking. Akinetic mutism differs from the minimally conscious state in that the lack of movement/speech is not due to neuromuscular disturbance. In the rare neurological condition *locked-in syndrome*, the person cannot physically move any part of the body except the eyes, and vertical eye movements and eye blinks are used to communicate [3]. Finally, *brain death* can also result from severe injury, and in this condition, the brain shows no sign of functioning.
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Structural Imaging

Computed tomography (CT) and standard magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) detect structural changes within the brain including tissue or fluid volume and have been the most available and commonly used neuroimaging procedures for detection of damage from TBI; however, they are less sensitive to the diffuse axonal injuries in mild TBI. As noted by Bigler [35], clinically significant injuries from TBI are at the micron level, whereas detection of abnormality via CT or MRI is based on larger resolution capability which is measured in millimeters. Therefore a “normal” scan means the pathology has not reached the threshold of 1 mm or more, so standard MRI or CT cannot image brain lesions that are microscopic and below their level of detection [35].

With these stipulations, CT is still the preferred method of imaging for head trauma in the acute phase, since it can be done quickly and is most appropriate for detection of treatable lesions such as subdural hematoma, cortical contusions, skull fractures, intraparenchymal hemorrhage, or edema [35]. Magnetic resonance imaging is superior to CT in resolution, but is generally not used during the acute phase due to increased chance of motion artifact, length of scan time, and decreased sensitivity in detection of skull fractures. CT has not been useful in predicting outcome of TBI, since it takes days or weeks for brain lesions to evolve and months before stable degenerative patterns are established [31, 35]. MRI imaging studies have been more effective in documenting such chronic effects occurring over an extended period in mild and moderate TBI. Parenchymal and whole brain atrophy after mild and moderate brain injury have been detected on MRI an average 11 months postinjury [31], presumably as a result of cellular loss.

Diffusion Tensor Imaging

Newer tools that use MRI technology such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) allow for specific examination of integrity of the white matter tracts which are especially vulnerable to mechanical trauma and are more sensitive in identifying impairment in mild TBI than standard MRI [33, 36]. DT imaging has detected abnormalities in white matter representing axonal swelling, which is an early step in the process of axonal injury in mild TBI, and such white matter changes have correlated with poor clinical outcome [13]. In some mild TBI patient samples with no macroscopically detectable or obvious lesions, disruptions of the corpus callosum and fornix have been demonstrated [37]. When performed more than 45 days postinjury DT imaging has detected chronic or long-term lesions associated with TBI such as shear injury, white matter abnormalities, and frontal atrophy and these abnormalities have correlated with neurobehavioral deficits [35].

Data indicate that white matter changes exist on a continuum, and TBI patients have reduced white matter integrity relative to controls. An index of global white matter neuropathology has been found to be related to cognitive functioning, such that greater white matter pathology predicts greater cognitive deficits.

Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

The prognostic role of magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS) in detection of underlying pathophysiology and severity of injury in TBI has also been an active area of investigation [38]. MRS is a noninvasive and quantitative way to evaluate brain changes at the atomic level, including metabolite changes such as N-acetylaspartate (NAA) concentrations which are decreased in areas of contusion as well as normal-appearing frontal white matter, occipital gray matter, and parietal–occipital white matter [38]. MRS is appropriate for evaluating diffuse injury associated with mild TBI and has been found to be more sensitive at detecting metabolic changes that are associated with poor clinical outcomes yet are not observable on CT or MR imaging [39]. MRS has detected widespread metabolic changes following mild TBI in regions that appeared structurally normal on standard MRI at 1 month postinjury. Differences in N-acetylaspartate (NAA), total creatine (Cr), and total choline (Cho) were found in mild TBI as compared to controls, which was consistent with diffuse cellular injury seen in postmortem examinations [39]. Cohen et al. [40] were able to document decline of NAA as well as gray matter and white matter atrophy in mild TBI patients, with whole brain NAA concentrations showing a 12%
deficit on the whole compared with controls, and these findings were apparent in patients with and without visible MRI imaging pathology. In summary, MRS has documented neuronal injury beyond the minimal focal visible lesions in mild TBI.

**Functional Imaging**

Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and positron emission tomography (PET) involve the use of isotope tracers to measure functional activity in the brain and have been used to evaluate cerebral metabolism in TBI. Magnetoencephalography (MEG) records the brain’s magnetic fields produced by electrical activity. Comparison studies of SPECT, MEG, and MRI imaging have found evidence of abnormal cerebral metabolism in mild TBI patients with persistent postconcussive somatic and cognitive symptoms [32]. MEG has been informative in preliminary studies, with significant correlations found between regional abnormalities and specific cognitive problems [32]. SPECT and MEG have demonstrated more sensitivity than routine MRI in detecting abnormalities in mild head trauma patients, with MEG showing the greatest sensitivity; however, MEG is not yet widely available and further studies are needed regarding findings in the TBI population. In one moderate TBI patient sample, PET imaging demonstrated abnormal focal uptake extending beyond the abnormal regions documented on CT and MRI [41]. Ruff et al. [42] demonstrated significant correlation between neuropsychological findings and PET in mild TBI patients, with PET documenting metabolic abnormalities that were pronounced in frontal and anterior temporal regions and no differences were noted in those patients with or without loss of consciousness.

Functional MRI (fMRI), which measures regional changes in blood perfusion and blood oxygenation changes, has also demonstrated ability to detect brain abnormalities in mild TBI that are not detectable on standard imaging [43]. Using fMRI, investigators have shown smaller increases in brain activity in mild TBI patients relative to healthy controls on working memory tasks [44] and have demonstrated significant reductions in activation of right prefrontal and medial temporal regions in mild TBI patients relative to healthy controls [45]. In a study of athletes with mild TBI, Chen et al. [46] found that normal controls showed the expected frontal cortical activations during a working memory task, whereas all TBI subjects showed significantly weaker and fewer activations; in several subjects who had multiple concussions, there was a complete lack of task-related activation. Self-reported TBI symptoms have been shown to predict changes on fMRI as well, with decreased activity in prefrontal regions corresponding to the extent of complaints, i.e., a high number of complaints was predictive of significantly reduced activity while a mild number of complaints indicated less but still significantly reduced activity [47].

**Frontal Systems, Cognition, and Behavior**

Both frontal and temporal lobe regions are affected by traumatic brain injury, with the frontal lobes being the most significantly impacted. Effects of TBI on temporal lobe functioning are well known and extensively described in the extant literature; however, adequate characterization of frontal systems and measurement of executive functions are often inadequate; therefore, frontal systems are emphasized in this section.

Distinct behavioral and cognitive syndromes correspond to three frontal lobe systems: the dorsolateral, orbitofrontal, and anterior cingulate circuits [17, 48], with the orbitofrontal system being substantially impacted in TBI of all severities. Each system is considered separately, with particular focus on the orbitofrontal circuit.

**Dorsolateral Prefrontal Circuit**

The dorsolateral prefrontal circuit consists of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex which projects to the lateral region of the caudate nucleus. This circuit is the neuroanatomical basis for organizing behavioral responses to solve complex problems, such as learning new information, systematically searching memory, or activating remote memories. Patients with damage to this circuit exhibit poor organization strategies, poor word list generation, reduced design fluency, poor sorting behavior, stimulus-bound behavior, environmental dependency, concrete proverb interpretations,
imitation behavior, utilization behavior, and impaired cognitive set shifting and maintenance [17, 49–51]. Not all skills are affected by any one lesion or process, and patients with dorsolateral prefrontal dysfunction have varied clinical presentations.

Orbitofrontal Circuit

The orbitofrontal circuit includes the lateral orbitofrontal cortex which sends projections to the ventromedial caudate and the medial orbitofrontal cortex which sends projections to the ventral striatum [17]. The two systems overlap in anatomy and behavioral functions [17]. The orbitofrontal circuit mediates empathic, civil, and appropriate social behavior, and damage to this region results in impaired emotional reactivity and processing, personality change, tactlessness, undue familiarity, irritability, poor impulse control, increased aggression, and mood instability [17, 49].

Socially inappropriate behavior is evident in TBI patients and has been well documented in studies of patients with damage to the orbitofrontal regions [52–54]. One of the more famous patients was Phineas Gage, a supervisor of a railroad construction work crew who in the 1800s sustained severe injury to the orbitomedial frontal regions after an explosion. A tamping iron was propelled into his left maxilla, exiting through the mid-frontal regions [55]. After this injury, a significant alteration in personality and judgment was reported by friends and coworkers; Gage apparently changed from a responsible, well-functioning individual into one who was no longer employable and was given to “fits” of anger and profanity.

Changes in emotional reactivity and behavior have been demonstrated in more recent studies of orbitomedial damage as well [56–58]. In some investigations, patients with damage to this region exhibited both antisocial behavior and abnormal autonomic responses to socially meaningful stimuli, i.e., “acquired sociopathy” [57]. Damasio et al. [58] found defective emotional responses to socially significant stimuli as measured by skin conductance in subjects with bilateral ventromedial frontal lesions who also had severe deficits in social conduct/social judgment compared with subjects who had brain injury without ventromedial involvement and no acquired deficits in social conduct. Rolls et al. [59] found orbitomedial pathology to be significantly associated with disinhibited and socially inappropriate behavior and with difficulty in modifying responses when followed by negative consequences.

Orbitomedial frontal dysfunction increases the probability of aggression [60] and several investigators have demonstrated the role of medial and orbitofrontal frontal regions in aggressive and violent behavior. Grafman et al. [61], in a study of 279 Vietnam veterans, found that head-injured veterans who had focal ventromedial frontal lobe lesions had a significantly higher frequency of aggressive and violent behavior when compared to controls or subjects who had lesions elsewhere in the brain. Functional neuroimaging has also correlated injury to this region with highly abnormal behavior including reductions in prefrontal lobe glucose metabolism on positron emission tomography (PET) imaging in lateral and medial prefrontal cortex in murderers [62].

The orbitomedial prefrontal circuit is thought to mediate social cognition in general [63–65]. One aspect of social cognition, theory of mind (ToM), defined as the ability to recognize and make inferences about other peoples’ intentions and beliefs, is considered necessary for effective social communication [63, 65, 66]. ToM includes the ability of an individual to understand that another may hold a false belief, to recognize faux pas in one’s own behavior, for example, that he or she said something they should not have said and realizing they should not have said it, and the ability to detect sarcasm or irony. Theory of mind is frequently disturbed after TBI, as indicated by family reports of TBI patients’ changes in behavior including lack of empathy, unconcern, and inability to appreciate humor [66]. Patients with ventromedial, but not dorsolateral, prefrontal lesions were significantly impaired on tests of irony and faux pas compared with patients with posterior lesions or normal controls, and lesions in the right ventromedial area were associated with the most severe ToM deficit [65].

Anterior Cingulate

The “motivation circuit” [67] is the anterior cingulate and includes the forebrain, composed of the anterior cingulum, nucleus accumbens, ventral pallidum,
and ventral tegmental area. The anterior cingulate is the neuroanatomical basis of motivated behavior, and apathy is the most distinguishing characteristic of damage [67]. The most severe damage to this circuit, akinetic mutism, results from bilateral lesions of the anterior cingulate, resulting in profound apathy, lack of movement or rare movement, incontinence, eating/drinking only when fed, speech limited to monosyllable responses, and no display of emotions. Unilateral lesions display less dramatic apathetic syndromes, with impaired motivation, marked apathy, poverty of spontaneous speech, and poor response inhibition [17]. A method for evaluating and quantifying apathy or loss of motivation is the Apathy Evaluation Scale (AES) [68] which has strong construct validity and can be administered as a self-rated scale, a caregiver paper-and-pencil test, or a clinician-rated inventory. The AES has been found to be sensitive in a severe TBI population [69].

**Neuropsychological Assessment of TBI**

Attention, memory, and executive functions are primarily affected in TBI, and each will be discussed separately, with particular attention to executive functions since these functions are critical in TBI yet comprehensive assessment has been incomplete and/or problematic.

**Attention**

Impaired attention is prevalent, if not universal, after TBI at all levels of injury, whether diffuse or focal [70]. Attention underpins all aspects of cognition and even mild impairments can restrict other processes such as learning or problem solving. Common complaints from patients reflecting attention problems include mental slowing, trouble following conversation, losing train of thought, or difficulty attending to several things simultaneously.

Attention is not a unitary phenomenon, but includes at the most basic level arousal and alertness. Useful tools for evaluation of attention in acute-phase TBI patients include tests of delirium such as the Cognitive Test for Delirium [71] and the Moss Attention Rating Scale (MARS) [72, 73]. The Cognitive Test for Delirium, which was developed to diagnose delirium on the basis of cognitive functioning, has been noted to have acceptable specificity and sensitivity to delirium in TBI patients in the inpatient setting [71]. The Moss Attention Rating Scale (MARS) has differentiated various aspects of disordered attention in acute TBI, such as restlessness/distractibility, initiation, and sustained/consistent attention, and can be used to monitor changes over time as well as treatment response [72].

Post-acute assessment of attention includes measures of auditory and visual attention, and several tests are well standardized and widely used. Attention tests generally range from simple to more complex tasks that require speed of information processing and working memory. For general span or amount of information that can be held in mind at one time, forward span for digits or visual targets from the Wechsler scales are appropriate [74, 75]. Attentional vigilance or being able to select target information and inhibit irrelevant stimuli can be measured by tasks such as the Continuous Performance Test of Attention [76], the Stroop test [77], or visual search tasks from the Wechsler scale [74]. Shifting or dividing attention between two or more sources of information is generally assessed by tasks such as the Trailmaking Test Part B [78] or the Paced Auditory Serial Addition Test (PASAT) [79]. Visual attention and processing speed can be measured by timed coding tasks such as those on the Wechsler scales [74] or visual scanning via the Trailmaking Test Part A [78], and working memory can also be evaluated by Wechsler subtests of mental arithmetic, digits backward span, and auditory sequencing [74, 75].

**Memory**

Impairment of memory is also a cardinal feature after TBI and may be temporary or permanent. In penetrating head injuries (PHI), memory deficits may be material specific, depending on the site of the injury.

Two systems, the episodic or knowing “what” and the procedural or knowing “how,” comprise memory. Episodic memory is a multifactorial process, and all phases, encoding, consolidation, or retrieval, may be affected in TBI. Episodic memory for personal information or facts is most impacted after TBI, in contrast
to procedural memory, which is outside conscious awareness; includes memory for procedures, conditioning, and priming; and is relatively spared [80]. When evaluating memory both associative processes, served by the medial temporal lobes and hippocampal formation, and strategic processes, associated with dorsolateral prefrontal functions, must be assessed [80]. Both immediate and delayed memory are evaluated. In mild TBI, problems are generally more with acquisition and/or with the strategic aspects of registering material into memory, i.e., immediate recall, than with consolidation or retention of material that is registered. In moderate to severe injuries, acquisition and consolidation are generally affected, reflected by deficits in immediate recall as well as retention.

The neuropsychological evaluation typically involves assessment of acquisition and consolidation aspects of verbal and visual memory. For auditory memory, verbal learning tasks such as the California Verbal Learning Test-II [81] are appropriate due to serial position learning, semantic organization, interference effects, cued recall, recognition, and monitoring aspects. Similar verbal learning/recall tasks include the Hopkins Verbal Learning Test [82] and the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test [83]. Additional measures of immediate and delayed auditory verbal memory include paragraph or story recall, such as in the Wechsler Memory tests [75]. Nonverbal memory is generally assessed by visual recall and reproduction of simple designs, recognition memory for faces, or recall of scenes [75]; complex figural memory is evaluated by reproducing complex figures after copying; and tactile and spatial memory can be evaluated by use of tasks that do not allow visual access, such as the Tactual Performance Test from the Halstead–Reitan battery [78].

**Executive Functions**

There is substantial agreement among investigators that executive functions are significantly impacted by TBI due to the preponderance of frontal system injuries. The definition of executive functions has varied among investigators, but it is generally acknowledged as involving self-regulatory functions that organize, direct, and manage other cognitive activities, emotional responses, and behavior [84]. This regulatory function includes the ability to initiate behaviors, inhibit competing actions or stimuli, select relevant task goals, plan and organize, solve complex problems, shift problem-solving strategies appropriately when necessary, regulate emotions, monitor and evaluate behavior, and hold information in mind in order to guide cognition and behavior [84]. Though executive functions are a critical determinant in functional outcome after TBI [15, 20, 48] and are among the most disabling aspects of cognitive impairment following TBI [85], they continue to be inadequately assessed. Comprehensive evaluation of these functions has been problematic for several reasons, including lack of tests that are sensitive or specific to the differing frontal circuits, lack of recognition of the importance of the orbitofrontal circuit which leads to undertesting and underdetection of deficits associated with this region, and the nature of the standardized testing environment, which is artificial and highly structured and does not elicit the types of errors, commonly reported by TBI patients, that occur during everyday activities. Each of these is considered separately.

1. **Test Sensitivity and Specificity.** While many examiners prefer use of general-purpose or “fixed” batteries such as the Halstead–Reitan Neuropsychological Battery [78], with the advantage that such batteries provide standardized procedures and allow for comparisons, the disadvantage is that none of the fixed batteries are fully appropriate or complete for any one patient [86], and this results in overtesting or undertesting of specific functions. Evaluation of frontal systems functioning has been particularly problematic, as many tests comprising clinical neuropsychological batteries in current usage lack specificity or sensitivity to the differing frontal circuits and/or unique deficits exhibited by the TBI patient and yet are widely used as tests of executive functions [51, 80]. Examples include the Stroop Color–Word Test [77] and the Trailmaking Tests [78] which are sensitive to general cerebral pathology, but are not specific to frontal system functioning in TBI [80]. Widely used tests, such as the Category Test [78], the matrix reasoning subtest from the Wechsler Intelligence Scale [74], the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test [87], and verbal fluency tasks [88], also have demonstrated sensitivity to diffuse cerebral dysfunction in addition to dorsolateral prefrontal functioning. Functional neuroimaging studies using PET, SPECT, and regional cerebral blood flow have demonstrated sensitivity but lack of
specificity of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, with widespread activation noted in frontal and non-frontal brain regions during test administration [89], activation of the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [90, 91], or activation of the right anterior prefrontal region [92].

Even more recently developed executive function batteries are comprised of tasks that have been linked primarily to general or dorsolateral prefrontal function (card sorting tests, verbal and design fluency tasks, tower tests, etc.), and not orbitofrontal functioning, such as Delis–Kaplan Executive Function System (D-KEFS) [93]. Another example is the Behavioral Assessment of Dysexecutive Syndrome or BADS [94] which has been noted to have few subtests that are sufficiently powerful enough to encompass all executive functions, such that supplementation with other procedures is recommended [95].

2. Underdetection of Orbitofrontal Functioning. Though traditionally used tests of general or dorsolateral prefrontal brain function have been valuable in detecting cognitive deficits in patients who might not appear cognitively impaired to the typical observer, they fail to capture the real-life social functioning and behavior linked to the orbitofrontal regions which bear the brunt of TBI [20]. Ways to correct this situation have been recommended including use of adjunctive structured interviews, self-report, and informant report instruments [85, 96] or by use of questionnaires regarding behavioral disorders [97]. Examples include instruments such as the Behavioral Rating Inventory of Executive Function (BRIEF) [84] and Frontal Systems Behavior Scale (FrSBe) [96], which assess degree of apathy, disinhibition, or other behavioral/emotional dysregulation occurring in everyday life and also have the advantage of allowing for comparisons between patient and caregiver ratings.

In addition, as noted by Goldberg and Bougakov [48] most widely used tests of executive functioning are “veridical” in nature rather than “actor centered.” Tests of frontal systems functioning commonly used in neuropsychological batteries, i.e., the Wisconsin Card Sort [87], Stroop Color–Word Test [77], Category Test [78], are veridical in that patient responses on these tests are either correct or incorrect. Individual preferences or biases have no bearing on patient responses; their answers are simply “right” or “wrong.” In contrast, actor-centered tests are guided by patient priorities, and the responses made depend on the patient needs and/or perception of those needs. Two tasks noted as actor centered and reviewed by Goldberg and Bougakov [48] are the Cognitive Bias Task (CBT) [98] and the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) [99]. The CBT requires decision making based on preference rather than stimulus characteristics, i.e., subjects are instructed to look at a target card and two additional stimuli that look either similar to or different from the target and then to select the one of the two stimuli that they “like better.” The CBT has demonstrated robust effects in patients with frontal lobe lesions and has demonstrated important hemispheric differences as well as gender differences [48]. The IGT has recently been standardized and validated and has demonstrated sensitivity to ventromedial prefrontal lesions [99]. The IGT requires decision making by use of advantageous and disadvantageous strategies, and failure to choose advantageously results from insensitivity to future consequences, with immediate prospects overriding any future prospects [100]. The IGT simulates a gambling situation with differing cost and payout ratios, i.e., preferences for strategies that result in high immediate reward but lower overall payout vs. strategies that are low in immediate reward but result in higher overall payout in the long run. This test has shown predictive ability in substance abuse, relapse, and ability to hold gainful employment due to decision-making deficits linked to ventromedial prefrontal cortical dysfunction [101]. Performance on the IGT has also correlated significantly with emotional intelligence, as patients with bilateral ventromedial frontal injury and/or right unilateral lesions in the amygdala have demonstrated significantly lowered judgment and decision making as well as lower emotional/social intelligence despite average levels of cognitive intelligence when compared to patients who had lesions outside these regions [102]. In everyday life, such actor-centered decision making is predominant, yet neuropsychological and/or executive function batteries in common usage do not reflect this, but rather are comprised on tests that are veridical [48].

Experimental measures have also been employed to evaluate orbitofrontal functioning. Investigators have differentiated aspects of social cognition in frontal lesion patients using ToM tasks that involve detecting deception, faux pas, irony, or understanding mental states of others. The right hemisphere in particular has been implicated in ToM. Stuss et al. [64] evaluated patients with focal frontal and non-frontal lesions with visual perspective taking (ability to infer the
visual experience of another) and detecting deception (ability of the patient to infer that someone was trying to deceive them). Lesions throughout the frontal lobes, with most robust findings in the right frontal lobe, were predictive of deficits in visual perspective taking, and medial frontal lesions, particularly right ventromedial, were implicated in detection of deception. Bilateral, particularly right orbitomedial, lesions impaired patients’ capacity to incorporate the experience of another’s deceptions into their own plans, consistent with existing knowledge about damage to this region [64]. ToM tasks are not yet in common clinical usage, as validity and reliability studies are still in progress.

3. The Laboratory Testing Environment. A third problem in assessment of executive functions is the failure of laboratory testing to reflect problems in cognition or behavior as they are manifested in everyday life. Executive functions are dynamic, and unlike evaluation of more specific functions such as motor skills, problem-solving behavior that includes planning or decision making is more difficult to fully capture in a controlled environment [63, 84, 103]. In particular, patient errors when performing everyday activities are less likely to be manifested in the laboratory than they are in the natural setting [104]. TBI patients, when compared to normal controls, have been shown to have a high error rate, for both detecting and correcting errors made in performance of everyday actions [104].

The Naturalistic Action Test (NAT) [105] has been developed to assess everyday actions and has shown promise in evaluating functioning in a way that simulates the natural environment. The NAT is sensitive to errors of action in performing basic everyday activities such as making coffee, toast, packing a lunch, etc. The necessary items for a particular task are placed on a table in a standardized fashion in front of the patient, who is then instructed to complete it, and performance is observed and errors are recorded. The complexity of tasks can be manipulated to place increasing demands on attentional resources, for example, in the simple condition, items are placed in front of the subject along with distractor items; in the complex condition, some target items are hidden in a box placed in a particular spot on the table. Competing stimuli can also be introduced to increase complexity. Errors are recorded and coded as to type, such as omitting steps, performing actions at the wrong time, perseveration, using the wrong object in place of the target object, misjudging the relationship between two objects, omitting use of or misusing tools. Error rates increase with level or severity of the patient and/or task complexity. Reliability and validity of the NAT have been demonstrated in various populations, including stroke and TBI [106], and adaptations of the NAT have been useful in differentiating patients with Alzheimer’s dementia from normal controls [107]. Unfortunately, tests of naturalistic action are not part of standard neuropsychological batteries outside of rehabilitation settings, though they clearly capture significant problems experienced and commonly reported by TBI patients and patient caregivers, suggesting possibly greater ecological validity than many tests in common usage.

Executive Functions: The Need for Subcategories

Executive functioning is a multifactorial rather than a unitary construct. Given the diversity of the frontal systems underpinning the executive functions, no one test can be sensitive to all aspects of dysfunction [48, 95, 108].

Subdividing the executive functions to correspond to distinct frontal systems has been recommended [80, 97, 109]. Different systems for this subdivision have been offered, including executive cognitive functions, behavioral self-regulatory functions, activation–regulation functions, and metacognitive processes [80]. In general, subdivisions that capture both the cognitive and the behavioral/emotional aspects of executive functions are emphasized because they provide the necessary framework for a systematic evaluation strategy [80, 97]. Assessment of executive functioning must therefore include measures of the cognitive aspects, generally mediated by the dorsolateral prefrontal circuit, such as planning, organizing, monitoring, working memory, set shifting/set maintenance; the behavioral self-regulatory/social–emotional aspects regulated by orbitofrontal circuit and limbic nuclei, such as emotional reactivity, preferences and biases in judgment in problem solving, ability to take another’s perspective, personality changes, empathy, and mood changes; and the activation aspects, served by the anterior cingulate such as activation and motivation.
Accurate assessment of executive functioning that encompasses all frontal systems will best be accomplished by expanding the traditional neuropsychological battery to include standardized procedures in current usage which have demonstrated utility in evaluating general cognitive as well as dorsolateral prefrontal functioning, incorporating newer measures such as self-report inventories, informant report inventories, and actor-centered tests that are sensitive to the orbitofrontal circuit, using apathy evaluation scales for assessment of anterior cingulate functions, such as motivation, and using tasks that assess errors of action in a more natural environment. Supplementation with more experimental procedures such as ToM tasks may also be indicated.

Neuropsychological Assessment as a Dynamic Process

Effects of and recovery from TBI are ongoing, changing processes. Consequently, the neuropsychological evaluation should be dynamic in terms of being flexible and accommodating to the emergent cognitive and behavioral changes marking the phases of recovery.

In the acute phase of TBI recovery, the focus will be on evaluation of attention, information processing, and memory and may require administration of short tests or repeated interviews. Briefer testing of postconfusional state and posttraumatic amnesia via use of short instruments, behavioral observations, and history, as well as attention to mental status observations from treating health professionals and caregivers over the course of days or weeks, will be necessary. Additional measures to evaluate concomitant delirium and agitation should be employed. In the hospital setting where neuropsychological evaluations are generally used to assist with discharge and treatment planning, strengths and limitations of certain assessment instruments (PTA, delirium questionnaires, etc.) should be discussed on an ongoing basis with treating professionals and patient caregivers in order to avoid overemphasizing a “score.” This will help with adjusting expectations about the patient’s capabilities and insure proper treatment planning. In this phase of recovery, the neuropsychologist must emphasize to those concerned with patient treatment that recovery from the acute confusion, delirium, and/or posttraumatic amnesia can be a slow, nonlinear process.

In the more stable or chronic phase(s) of TBI, after the patient has regained sufficient alertness, attention, and/or motivation, a more thorough evaluation of neurocognitive functioning should be undertaken with a comprehensive battery. Within the context of a comprehensive assessment, there should be detailed and thorough evaluation of functions known to be particularly vulnerable to TBI, i.e., attention, memory, and, most importantly, the executive functions. When evaluating the executive functions multiple procedures will be required, including self-reports, naturalistic observation or tasks measuring everyday action errors, tasks sensitive to dorsolateral and orbitofrontal circuits, and experimental measures. Use of multiple measures that reflect the different frontal circuits will be necessary. Due to the often protracted nature of recovery of TBI, serial evaluations at different points in time will be warranted to coordinate with or help guide rehabilitation efforts.

Summary

Traumatic brain injury is prevalent in the United States and the world, resulting in long-term neurological, cognitive, emotional, and behavioral sequelae and causing long-term disability in a significant number of patients. The economic costs alone are staggering. Mild closed head injury, the most common form of TBI, is prevalent and has greater consequences than previously assumed. Accurate detection of TBI is critical to adequate treatment and recovery.

Neuroimaging, particularly newer functional imaging methods such as diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), positron emission tomography (PET), single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), and magnetoencephalography (MEG), holds promise in detection of microscopic abnormalities in mild TBI that have been minimized by more conventional structural imaging. These newer imaging methods are also delineating and correlating separate cognitive functions to distinct neuroanatomical regions, furthering understanding of frontal systems and injuries in TBI.
Executive functions, served by three distinct frontal circuits, are particularly impacted by TBI. Neuropsychological evaluation traditionally has employed standardized tests associated with general cerebral and/or dorsolateral prefrontal functioning, with the result that orbitofrontal functions have been underevaluated, despite the vulnerability of this region in TBI. Effective assessment will best be accomplished by understanding executive functioning as multifactorial and consisting of subdivisions and employing tests/procedures that measure those functions associated with each subdivision. A combination of assessment procedures, including standardized tests, informant and self-rating inventories, naturalistic observations, and thorough interview of patients and caregivers, is essential to evaluate all aspects of cognitive, behavioral, emotional, and social consequences of TBI. Use of experimental measures is also advised as supplementary to more standardized procedures.

TBI is not an “event” but an ongoing process in any patient, and neuropsychological evaluation(s) must reflect this. The assessment battery in general should be tailored to the stage of recovery of the patient. Assessment must be dynamic in nature to accommodate the evolving nature of TBI, so serial evaluations will be necessary to adjust patient and caregiver expectations and to help plan future treatments.
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